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IN THE COURT OF SESSIONS JUDGE, LAKHIMPUR. 
     
 
      Present – M. A. Choudhury. 
                      Sessions Judge, 
                       Lakhimpur. 
 
              Sessions Case No- 143 (NL) 2017. 
                                            Under section – 302  IPC. 
 
 
State of Assam  --------------------- Complainant. 
                         Vs. 
Sri Manjit Sarkar @ Babu Sarkar.  ----------------------- Accused. 
 
Appearnace : 
 
For  the State -------------------------  Mr. J. Saikia, Public Prosecutor. 
For the accused ----------------------- Mr. A. Dutta, Advocate. 
 
Date of Charge – 31.10.2018. 
 
Date  of taking evidence- 5.2.2019, 19.3.2019, 17.4.2019, 1.7.2019, 9.9.2019.   
Date of hearing Argument – 21.10.2019, 4.11.2019. 

          Date of  delivery of Judgment – 18.11.2019.          
          Sentence passed on – 22.11.2019. 
 
                                                JUDGMENT 
 
                           1.The case of the  Prosecution  may in brief be described thus: 
 

                 On 20.5.2016, Sri Sushil Kumar Bhuyan, Circle Inspector of Police  was 
working  as  In-Charge of Simaluguri Police Out Post under Bihpuria  Police Station. On 
that day at about 4-45 P.M., one Sri Dulu Basumatary, son of Sri Sailen Basumatary of 
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Vill-No-3 Simaluguri, P.S.- Bihpuria  made a mobile call to him informing that in the 
courtyard of Sri Letu Lohar, a boy of their village had  murdered one named Utpal 
Chabukdhora and after committing the murder, the boy fled away.  On receiving the 
aforesaid information over mobile phone, he made a G.D. Entry of the aforesaid  mobile 
information vide  Simaluguri  Police Out Post G.D. Entry No-322  Dated  20.5.2016.  
There after, he along with his Police Staff  went to the place of occurrence which is the 
homestead of Sri Letu Lohar  of vill- No-3 Simaluguri.  When he reached in the 
homestead of Sri Letu Lohar, he found a dead body had been lying in a pool of blood in 
the courtyard of the house of Sri Letu Lohar and many people had gathered there. Sri 
Letu Lohar and other people gathered there stated that the dead body was of Utpal 
Chabukdhora.  Then he prepared the sketch map of the P.O. Ext-4 is the sketch map of 
the P.O. and Ext-4(1) is his signature in it. By the side of the dead body of Utpal 
Chabukdhora, he found  a knife clotted with blood.  Sri Letu Lohar stated to him that the 
accused Sri Manjit Sarkar had committed the murder of Utpal Chabukdhora in his 
courtyard. He also found a Jar made of steel by the side of the dead body of Utpal 
Chabukdhora.  Then he seized the knife and the jar by preparing a seizure list. Ext-2 is 
the seizure list and Ext-2(2) is his signature in it. He did not find the accused Sri Manjit 
Sarkar in the place of occurrence as he was fled away. There after, from the place of 
occurrence, he informed  regarding the occurrence to the O.C., Bhipuria Police Station. 
With in half- an- hour, the O.C., Bhipuria Police Station came to the place of occurrence.  
O.C., Bihpuria Police Station stated to him that on his way to the place of occurrence 
from  Bihpuria Police Station, he along with his staff caught the accused Sri Manjit 
Sarkar  as he was found on the way and forwarded him at Bihpuria Police Station. There 
after, he performed the Inquest upon the dead body of Utpal Chabukdhara. He recorded 
the statement of witnesses under section 161 Cr.P.C. There after, he took the dead 
body of Utpal Chabukdhora along with him for Post Mortem Examination. As the night 
came down, he  kept the dead body of Utpal Chabukdhora at Bihpuria Police Station.  
 
                   On the same day ie, on 20.5.2016, an ejahar was lodged by  Sri Munindra 
Chabukdhara  regarding the  aforesaid occurrence with Simaluguri Police Out Post under 
Bihpuria Police Station. On the basis of the ejahar, a G.D. Entry of the same vide 
Simaluguri Police Out Post G.D. Entry no-327 Dated 20.5.2016  was made and 
forwarded the ejahar to the O.C., Bihpuria Police Station for registering a case under 
proper section of law. Accordingly,  Bihpuria P.S. Case No-328/2016 under section-302 
IPC has  been registered. There after, on the following day, ie on 21.5.2016, he 
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forwarded the dead body  of Utpal Chabukdhora to  North Lakhimpur Civil Hospital for 
Post Mortem Examination. On the same day, Post Mortem Examination  was conducted 
upon the dead body of Utpal Chabukdhora  at North Lakhimpur Civil Hospital. There 
after, the dead body of Utpal Chabukdhora was handed over to his guardian. On the 
same day, he forwarded the accused person in the court.  He collected the  Post Mortem 
Report  of Utpal Chabukdhora from North Lakhimpur Civil Hospital.                         

 
                 After completion of investigation, he found sufficient materials against the 
accused Sri Manjit Sarkar under section 302 IPC and accordingly, he laid charge sheet 
against the accused Sri Manjit  Sarkar   under section 302  IPC.   
 
                  2.On receiving the charge  sheet, learned C.J.M., Lakhimpur, transferred 
the case to the Court learned Addl. C.J.M., Lakhimpur  for disposal. Learned Addl. 
C.J.M., Lakhimpur  took cognizance of the  case, procured the attendance of accused Sri 
Manjit Sarkar. As the offence under section 302 IPC being exclusively triable by the 
Court of Sessions, learned  Addl. C.J.M., Lakhimpur  after complying with  the provisions  
of section 207 Cr.P.C., committed the case to this court for trial. 

 
                  3.The accused Sri Manjit Sarkar made his appearance  before the court.  
  
                   4.  After hearing the learned advocate of both sides and  perusing  the 
case record, on being found  sufficient incriminating materials against the accused Sri 
Manjit Sarkar  under section 302 IPC in the case record, the charge under  section  302 
of IPC  was framed against the accused person. The charge  was read over and 
explained to the accused  person to which he pleaded not  guilty and claimed to be 
tried.  
 
                   5. In course of trial, the Prosecution side examined nine  witnesses 
including the  M.O. and I.O.   
  
                      6. The statement of the accused person was recorded under section 313 
Cr.P.C. The accused person in his aforesaid statement, denied the commission of any 
offence. The accused person stated that he had not committed the murder of Utpal 
Chabukdhara with his conscious knowledge. 
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                The accused person led no evidence in his defence.  
 

                7. Heard Argument from the learned advocate of both sides. Perused the 
case record and the evidence adduced by the Prosecution witnesses very carefully. 

                      
                8.The points  for determination in this case  are : 

 
                      (i) Whether Utpal Chabukdhara  was done to death? 
 
                      (ii) Whether the accused person had caused the death of              
                           Utpal Chabukdhara? 
                     (iii) Whether the death of Utpal Chabukdhara  was done            
                          with intention of causing his death? 

  
                           9.                     DECISION AND  REASONS: 

 
                 Before going in to the merits of the case, it is  necessary to determine which 
one is the FIR of the case, whether the G.D. Entry no-322 Dated 20.5.2016 of   
Simaluguri Police Out Post under Bihpuria Police Station or the ejahar lodged by Sri 
Munindra Chabukdhara on dated 20.5.2016  with  Simaluguri Police Out Post under 
Bihpuria P.S.  

 
                P.W.8  Sri  Sushil Kumar Bhuyan, the I.O. of the case, at the time of 
occurrence , was  the  I/C of Simaluguri Police Out Post  under Bihpuria P.S.  According 
to his evidence, on 20.5.2016, he was working  as  In-Charge of Simaluguri Police Out 
Post under Bihpuria  Police Station. On that day at about 4-45 P.M., one Sri Dulu 
Basumatary, son of Sri Sailen Basumatary of Vill-No-3 Simaluguri, P.S.- Bihpuria  made a 
mobile call to him informing that in the courtyard of Sri Letu Lohar, a boy of their village 
had  murdered one named  Utpal Chabukdhora and after committing the murder, the 
boy fled away.  On receiving the aforesaid information over mobile phone, he made a 
G.D. Entry of the aforesaid  mobile information vide  Simaluguri  Police Out Post G.D. 
Entry No-322  Dated  20.5.2016.  There after, he along with his Police Staff  went to the 
place of occurrence which is the homestead of Sri Letu Lohar of vill- No-3 Simaluguri.  
When he reached in the homestead of Sri Letu Lohar, he found a dead body had been 
lying in a pool of blood in the courtyard of the house of Sri Letu Lohar and many people 
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had gathered there. Sri Letu Lohar and other people gathered there stated that the 
dead body was of Utpal Chabukdhara.  Then he prepared the sketch map of the P.O. 
Ext-4 is the sketch map of the P.O. and Ext-4(1) is his signature in it. By the side of the 
dead body of Utpal Chabukdhora, he found  a knife clotted with blood.  Sri Letu Lohar 
stated to him that the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar had committed the murder of Utpal 
Chabukdhara in his courtyard. He also found a Jar made of steel by the side of the dead 
body of Utpal Chabukdhara.  Then he seized the knife and the jar by preparing a seizure 
list. Ext-2 is the seizure list and Ext-2(2) is his signature in it. He did not find the 
accused Sri Manjit Sarkar in the place of occurrence as he was fled away. There after, 
from the place of occurrence, he informed regarding the occurrence to the O.C., 
Bhipuria Police Station. With in half- an- hour, the O.C., Bhipuria Police Station came to 
the place of occurrence.  O.C., Bihpuria Police Station stated to him that on his way to 
the place  of occurrence from Bihpuria Police Station, he along with his staff caught the 
accused Sri Manjit Sarkar  as he was found on the way and forwarded him at Bihpuria 
Police Station. There after, he performed the Inquest upon the dead body of Utpal 
Chabukdhara.  He recorded the statement of witnesses under section 161 Cr.P.C. There 
after, he took the dead body of Utpal Chabukdhara along with him for Post Mortem 
Examination. As the night came down, he  kept the dead body of Utpal Chabukdhara at 
Bihpuria Police Station.  On the same day ie, on 20.5.2016, an ejahar was lodged by  Sri 
Munindra Chabukdhara  regarding the  aforesaid occurrence with Simaluguri Police Out 
Post under Bihpuria Police Station. Accordingly, a G.D.Entry of the same vide Simaluguri 
Police Out Post G.D. Entry no-327 Dated 20.5.2016 was made and forwarded the ejahar 
to the O.C., Bihpuria Police Station for registering a case under proper section of law. 
Accordingly,  Bihpuria P.S. Case No-328/2016 under section-302 IPC has  been 
registered. There after, on the following day, ie on 21.5.2016, he forwarded the dead 
body  of Utpal Chabukdhara to  North Lakhimpur Civil Hospital for Post Mortem 
Examination. On the same day, Post Mortem Examination  was conducted upon the 
dead body of Utpal Chabukdhara at North Lakhimpur Civil Hospital. There after, the 
dead body of Utpal Chabukdhara was handed over to his guardian. On the same day, he 
forwarded the accused person in the court.  He collected the  Post Mortem Report  of 
Utpal Chabukdhara from North Lakhimpur Civil Hospital.                         

 
                 After completion of investigation, he found sufficient materials against the 
accused Sri Manjit Sarkar under section 302 IPC and accordingly, he laid charge sheet 
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against the accused Sri Manjit  Sarkar   under section 302  IPC.  He proved the charge 
sheet as Ext-5 and Ext-5(1) is his signature in it. 

 
                From the case record as well as from the evidence of  P.W.8  I.O., it is 
appeared that on  20.5.2016,  an ejahar was lodged with Simaluguri Police Out Post  by 
one Sri Munindra Chabukdhara  regarding the occurrence  which was registered as 
Bihpuria P.S. Case -328/2016 under section 302 IPC.  When the  evidence of P.W.8 I.O.  
is considered, it is  found that the investigation of the case was commenced and 
sufficiently progressed on the strength of G.D. Entry no-322  dated 20.5.2016 of  
Simaluguri  Police Out Post.  The Extract copy of Simaluguri  Police Out Post   G.D. Entry 
No- 322 Dated 20.5.2016  has been submitted before the court by S.I. Sri Prasanna 
Sahariah  who  has been  examined as P.W.9 in the case. P.W.9 S.I. Sri Prasanna 
Sahariah  proved the G.D. Entry no-322 dated 20.5.2016 as Ext-6. The G.D. Entry No- 
322 Dated 20.5.2016 of Simaluguri  Police Out Post as  recorded by P.W.8,  I.O. Sri 
Sushil Kumar Bhuyan  reads as under: 
 

                             “ 4-45 p.m., Information received over phone: 
 

                 Now, Sri Dulu  Basumatary, s/o- Sri  Sailen Basumatary of Vill- No-3 
Simaluguri under Bihpuria Police Station  informed  over  phone  that in the homestead 
of Sri Letu Lohar of their village, a boy of their village had committed murder of Utpal 
Chabukdhara and after committing murder, the boy fled away.  On the information so 
given, an entry was made in General Diary, and started investigation of the case.” 

 
                  From  the evidence of P.W.8 I.O., it is appeared that the investigation of 
the case has been commenced  and sufficiently progressed before the ejahar was 
lodged with Simaluguri Police Out Post. The investigation of the case has been 
commenced just after the G.D. Entry which was made at 4-45 p.m. on dated 20.5.2016.   

 
                 The investigation in this case has been commenced and sufficiently 
progressed on the basis of G.D. Entry Ext-6  and the contents of the said G.D. Entry 
ought to have been treated  as FIR. Logically therefore, the contents of the Ext-1 which 
was lodged by P.W.1 Sri  Munindra Chabukdhara  with Simaluguri Police Out Post  under 
Bihpuria Police Station has been wrongfully treated as FIR. In fact, the contents of  Ext-
1 would have been  treated as statement made in writing to the Police  by P.W.1 Sri  
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Munindra Chabukdhara  during the course of investigation of the case by the Police and  
thus the contents of Ext-1 , constitute nothing, but a statement under section 161 
Cr.P.C. of  P.W.1 Sri Munindra Chabukdhara. Being the nature of a statement, made 
under section 161 Cr.P.C., the contents of Ext-1 were hit by section 162 Cr.P.C. and 
were not therefore admissible in evidence. 
                 
                  10. At the very outset, let us look into the medical evidence so adduced by  
Dr.  Dhrubojyoti  Borgohain  as P.W.7. The doctor Dhrubojyoti Borgohain in his evidence 
stated  that on 21.5.2016, he was  working as Medical & Health Officer-1 at North 
Lakhimpur  Police Station. On that day, at about 3-30 p.m.  while performing the Post 
Mortem on the dead body of Utpal Chabukdhara he found as follows:- 
 
“ 1.  External appearance:    
Condition of subject:  Average built, mixed  complexion, rigor mortis present.           
Wounds position and character:  A stab and penetrating wound in the right 
infraclavicular area closed to neck. Blood came out from the wound. Skin looks pale. 
Tongue looks pale and whitish. 
 
2.  Cranium and spinal canal:  
Scalp, skull, vertebra, membrane, brain and spinal cord : NAD. 
 
 Thorax: Walls, ribs and cartilages,  Pleurae, Larynx and trachea:  NAD.  
Right lung, left lung, pericardium,  heart & vessels : A perforation found in the 
brachiocephalic artery, medeastinum is full of blood.  
   
4.  Abdomen: 
 Walls, peritorium, mouth, pharynx, oesophagus, stomach and its contents, small 
intestine and its contents, Large intestine and its contents, lever, spleen, kidney, 
bladder, organs of generation, extema and internal:  NAD.  
 
5. Muscles, bones and joints; 
 NAD. 
 
More detailed description of the injury or disease: 
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                A stab and penetrating wound is  found in the  right infraclavicular area close 
to neck. Blood came out through the wound.  Skin looks pale and tongue looks papery 
white. A perforation is found in the   artery and medeistinum is full of blood.”  
  
                 In the opinion of the Doctor,  the death was caused  due to  haemorrhagic 
shock as a result of the perforation of brachiocephalic artery which is ante-mortem in 
nature. He proved the Post Mortem report as Ext-3 and Ext-3(1) is his signature in it. 
                
                11.The  Doctor  was  subjected to cross-examination. But, in fact,  there was 
no cross-examination of  Doctor over  the injuries sustained by the deceased being 
found at the time of Post Mortem Examination.   
 
                 The finding of the Doctor with regards to the nature of injuries sustained by 
the deceased and his opinion with regards to the cause of death had not been disputed  
at the trial by the defence side. The stab and penetrating wound found in the right 
infraclavicular area close to the neck of the deceased are sufficient for the cause of 
death of the deceased.  
 
                The Doctor in his report, gave his opinion that the death of the deceased 
was due to haemorrhagic shock as a result of perforation of Brachiocephalic artery.  

                           
                  12. P.W.1 Smti Dipanjali Lohar and her father P.W.3 Sri Letu Lohar in their 
evidence stated that the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar gave a blow with the pointed part of 
the knife upon the neck of Utpal Chabukdhara which pierced the neck of Utpal 
Chabukdhara and he fell down on the ground and after a while, Utpal Chabukdhara 
succumbed to the injuries. P.W.2 Sri Munindra Chabukdhara, the younger brother of the 
deceased in his evidence stated that he had seen the deceased had been lying in the 
homestead of Sri Letu Lohar with pierced injuries upon his neck and in a pool of blood 
and blood was oozing out from the injuries of his neck. P.W.6 Smti Sonmai Chabukdhara 
in her evidence stated that she ran to the house of Sri Letu Lohar and found her son 
Utpal Chabukdhara had been lying in a pool of blood in front of the house of Sri Letu 
Lohar with injuries over his neck. 
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                  13. The evidence adduced by P.W.7 doctor together with the Post Mortem 
Report Ext-3, the evidence adduced by P.W.1 Smti Dipanjali Lohar, P.W.2 Sri Munindra 
Chabukdhara, P.W.3 Sri Letu Lohar, P.W.6 Smti Sonmai Chabukdhara  makes it 
abundantly clear that the death of deceased  Utpal Chabukdhara was homicidal,  not a 
case of suicide or accident. 

 
                  14. Keeping in mind what is stated above, I, at first,  turn to the evidence 
of P.W.1  Smti  Dipanjali Lohar, the daughter of Sri Letu Lohar in whose homestead the 
occurrence had happened. Her  evidence is to the effect that she knows the accused Sri 
Manjit Sarkar  whose house is situated in her village. She knows the deceased Sri Utpal 
Chabukdhara whose house is situated near by her house.  The occurrence had taken 
place on 20.5.2016 at about 4-00 p.m. in the courtyard of her house. At the time of 
occurrence, she had been in the house. On 20.5.2016 at about 4-00 p.m., the accused 
Sri  Manjit Sarkar along with deceased  Utpal Chabukdhara came to their house with 
some green mangoes and alcohol. As the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar and Utpal 
Chabukdhara came to their  house, her father allowed them to sit by  providing chairs. 
There after, her father gave a knife to the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar for skinning the 
mangoes. Then the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar, Utpal Chabukdhara and her father took 
the green mangoes along with alcohol. When the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar, Utpal 
Chabukdhara and her father were taking green mangoes and alcohol, she went in to the 
house to watch T.V. There after, she heard commotion in the courtyard of her house. 
She came out from the house and saw the accused Sri Manjit  Sarkar was giving a blow 
with the pointed part of the knife upon the neck of Utpal Chabukdhara. The blow of the 
knife pierced the neck of Utpal Chabukdhara and he fell down on the ground. Then her 
father started to remove the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar from committing assault upon the 
person of Utpal Chabukdhara, but, the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar attempted to inflict 
injuries upon the person of her father. Her father saved him by running a bit away. 
There after,  the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar fled away by riding his bicycle. Then she saw 
Utpal Chabukdhara succumbed to the injuries sustained by him in his neck. There after, 
she went to the house of Utpal Chabukdhara and narrated the occurrence to his mother.  
The mother of Utpal Chabukdhara and other people gathered in their homestead and 
saw the dead body of Utpal Chabukdhara. After a while Police came and took the dead 
body of Utpal Chabukdhara along with them. She was subjected to cross-examination.  I 
have carefully scrutinised  the cross-examination of P.W.1 by the defence side and what 
I  noticed is that there is virtually no cross-examination of P.W.1 except the defence has 
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offered her some suggestions. However, as these suggestions have been denied and 
there is no evidence probabilising  these suggestions, such suggestions have remained 
as mere suggestions. The evidence adduced by P.W.1 describing the occurrence, has 
remained unshaken in all material particulars. The evidence adduced by P.W.1 is 
consistent, trustworthy and inspiring the confidence of the court. I see no reason not to 
treat the evidence adduced by P.W.1  as the evidence of a wholly reliable witness.   
                   
                 15. Now, I  turn to the evidence of P.W.3 Sri Letu Lohar and according to  
his evidence, he knows the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar whose house is situated in his own 
village. He knows the deceased Utpal Chabukdhara. The occurrence had taken place 
about three years back in a day at about 4-00 p.m. in the courtyard of his house. On the 
date of occurrence, just before the occurrence, the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar along with 
Utpal Chabukdhara came to his house  carrying some country made liquor in a jar made 
of steel and some green mangoes. On seeing the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar and Utpal 
Chabukdhara in his house, he asked them to sit by providing chairs for them. Then the 
accused Sri Manjit Sarkar asked him to provide them some salt,  green chilli and a knife 
for skinning the green mangoes and accordingly, he provided salt, green chilli and knife 
to the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar. The accused Sri Manjit Sarkar, Utpal Chabukdhara and 
he himself ate green mangoes and drank the country made liquor. There after, some 
altercation had taken place between the accused Sri Manjit sarkar and Utpal 
Chabukdhara. In course of altercation, the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar took the knife and 
gave a blow with the pointed part of the knife upon the neck of Utpal Chabukdhara   
causing pierced injuries. Instantly, there was profuse bleeding from the pierced injuries 
sustained by Utpal Chabukdhara in his neck. On seeing the profuse bleeding from the 
neck of Utpal Chabukdhara, he got afraid of and ran away to the house of Gaon Budha 
Sri Lalit Basumatary and informed him regarding the occurrence. There after, he came 
back to his house and found many people were assembled in his house. He found Utpal 
Chabukdhara succumbed to the injuries on the court yard of his house. There after, 
Police came and took the dead body of Utpal Chabukdhara from his homestead. On the 
following day, the dead body of Utpal Chabukdhara was taken to his house and funeral 
was followed. He in his evidence stated that the Police seized the knife and the Jar 
made of steel from the place of occurrence ie, from his courtyard by preparing a seizure 
list and he put his thumb impression in the seizure list. The knife and the Jar were 
produced before the court and he proved the knife as Material Ext-1 and the jar as 
Material Ext-2. He was subjected  to cross-examination. But, the evidence adduced by 
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him remained unshaken in his cross-examination. While cross-examining him, the 
defence side has failed to bring out any reason to show that he has been deposing 
falsely against the accused person. The evidence adduced by him is consistent, trust 
worthy and inspires the confidence of the court. In his cross-examination, the Defence 
side has given him a suggestion that at the time of altercations between the accused 
and the deceased, both of them tried to take possession of the knife and in that 
process, deceased Utpal Cahbukdhara sustained his injuries over his neck and the 
aforesaid suggestion  was denied by him. Relying upon this suggestion, it can be safely 
inferred that the Defence side had not denied the occurrence  leading to the death of 
the deceased. 
 
               16. P.W.1 Smti Dipanjali Lohar is the daughter of P.W.3 Sri Letu Lohar and 
the occurrence had taken place in  their homestead  and at the time of occurrence, 
P.W.1 had been there in her house and P.W.3 Sri Letu Lohar  was along with the  
accused person  and the deceased in the court yard of his house taking green mangoes 
and alcohol together with, so, P.W.1 Smti Dipanjali Lohar and her father P.W.3 Sri Letu 
Lohar are the natural witnesses and the evidence adduced by them is totally reliable. 
The evidence adduced by P.W.1 Smti Dipanjali Lohar and her father P.W.3 Sri Letu 
Lohar in respect of the injuries sustained by the deceased Utpal Chabukdhara leading to 
his death also corroborated by the evidence adduced by the Doctor  P.W. 7 Sri 
Dhrubajyoti Borgohain.   
 
                 17. From the evidence adduced by P.W.1 Smti Dipanjali Lohar  and  P.W.3 
Sri Letu Lohar coupled with the evidence adduced by the Doctor  P.W.7, Sri Dhrubajyoti 
Borgohain, it has been  established  beyond all reasonable doubt that it is the accused 
who had caused the murder of Utpal Chabukdhara with the intention of causing his  
death. There is no bar in convicting the accused relying upon the evidence adduced by 
P.W.1 Smti Dipanjali Lohar and P.W.3 Sri Letu Lohar only  as the Hon’ble Supreme 
Court in the case of Sheelam Ramesh  &  Another V. State of A. P. reported in 
(1999) 8 SCC 369 observed that Courts are concerned with the quality and 
not the quantity of evidence  and in a criminal trial, conviction can be based 
on the sole testimony of a witness if it inspires confidence.  
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                   18.  To find out additional support to the evidence adduced by P.W.1  Smti 
Dipanjali Lohar  and  P.W.3 Sri Letu Lohar, let us go through the evidence adduced by 
other prosecution witnesses examined in the case. 
 
                 19. P.W.2 Sri Munindra Chabukdhara is the younger brother of the deceased 
Utpal Cabukdhara.  P.W.2 Sri Munindra Chabukdhara in his evidence stated that he 
knows the accused Sri Manjit Sakar whose house is situated about 400/500 meters away 
from his house in the same village. According to his evidence, he knows Sri Letu Lohar 
whose house is situated near by his homestead towards the back side. The occurrence 
took place on 20.5.2016 at about 4-00  p.m. in the homestead of Sri Letu Lohar. At the 
time of occurrence, he was in his house. Soon after the occurrence, Sri Letu Lohar and 
his daughter Smti Dipanjali Lohar came to his house and stated that in their homestead, 
the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar gave a blow with a knife upon the neck of his elder 
brother Utpal Chabukdhara and he fell down on the ground and there was continuous 
bleeding from the neck injury. Then he along with his mother Smti Sunmai Chabukdhara 
ran to the homestead of Sri Letu Lohar. Other people also came to the house of Sri Letu 
Lohar. Then he saw his elder brother Utpal Chabukdhara had  been lying on the 
courtyard of Sri Letu Lohar with pierced injuries upon his neck and  he had been in a 
pool of blood and the blood had been oozing out from the injuries of his neck.  Then 
Utpal Chabukdhara stated that the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar had given him a 
blow with a knife over his neck.  At that time, an 108 Ambulance came, but  before 
taking Utpal Chabukdhara in to 108 Ambulance, he had  passed away. There after, 
Police came and took the dead  body along with them. On the following day,  the Post 
Mortem examination upon the dead body of Utpal Chabukdhara  was done at North 
Lakhimpur Civil Hospital. He in his evidence stated that when he went to the house of 
Sri Letu Lohar, he saw a knife and  a Jar made of steel were lying on the place of 
occurrence. The Police seized the knife and the jar by preparing a seizure list. He put his 
signature in the seizure list. He proved the seizure list as Ext-2 and Ext-2(1) is his 
signature in it. The seized knife and Jar were produced before the court at the time of 
his adducing evidence. He proved the seized knife as Material Ext-1 and seized Jar as 
Material Ext-2. He was subjected to cross-examination. But, the evidence adduced by 
him remained unshaken in his cross-examination. While cross-examining him, the 
defence side has failed to bring out any reason to show that he has been deposing 
falsely against the accused person.  In his cross-examination, the Defence side has 
given him some suggestions which were denied by him. The defence side has given him 
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a suggestion that he had not stated to the Police that when he went to the homestead  
of Sri Letu Lohar, then his elder brother Utpal Chabukdhara stated to him that the 
accused Sri Manjit Sarkar had given him a blow with the pointed part of a knife upon his 
neck which was denied by him. But, the Defence side while cross-examining P.W.8 the 
I.O. of the case, did not prove the aforesaid contradiction from the I.O. So, the evidence 
adduced by P.W.2 Sri Munindra Chabukdhara that when he went to the homestead 
of Sri Letu Lohar then Utpal Chabukdhara stated that the accused Sri Manjit 
Sarkar had given him a blow with a knife over his neck, remained  intact. The 
evidence adduced by him remained unshaken in his cross-examination. 
         
               20. Here, I take a pause to say that from the evidence of  P.W.1 Smti 
Dipanjali  Lohar, it is found that she went to the house of Utpal Chabukdhara to inform 
regarding the occurrence after Utpal Chabukdhara had been succumbed to the injuries 
in the courtyard of her house. But, from the evidence of P.W.2 Sri Munindra 
Chabukdhara and P.W.6  Smti Sunmai Chabukdhara, the younger brother and mother of 
the deceased Utpal Chabukdhara respectively, it is found that on hearing the incident 
from P.W.1 Smtii  Dipanjali Lohar, they went to the house of Sri Letu Lohar and found 
Utpal Chabukdhara had been lying on the courtyard of Sri Letu Lohar in a pool of blood 
alived and then Utpal Chabukdhara stated that the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar had given 
him a blow with a knife over his neck. From the evidence of P.W.2 Sri Munindra 
Chabukdhara and P.W.6  Smti Sunmai Chabukdhara, it has been proved that they found 
Utpal Chabukdhara alived when they went in to the homestead of Sri Letu Lohar,  lying 
on the courtyard of Sri Letu Lohar in a pool of blood. P.W .1 Smti Dipanjali Lohar while 
informing the occurrence to P.W.2 Sri Munindra Chabukdhara and P.W.6  Smti Sunmai 
Chabukdhara by going in to their house stated that Utpal Chabukdhara was passed 
away and this is, in my view,  because of the fact that at the time of occurrence, she 
was a girl of tender age, she had seen Utpal Chabukdhara had been lying on her 
courtyard  in a pool of blood with bleeding injuries over his  neck and assumed him as 
dead.   
 
               21. P.W.6 Smti Sunmai Chabukdhara is the mother of the deceased Utpal 
Chabukdhara. According to her evidence, the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar and her son 
Utpal Chabukdhara were class mate and on this advantage, the accused Sri Manjit 
Sarkar used to come to her house off and on. Her son Utpal Chabukdhara was a Painter. 
The accused sometimes used to help her son Utpal Chabukdhara  in  his painting work.  
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The house of Sri Letu Lohar is situated at some distance from her house in the same 
village. At the time of occurrence, she was in the house. Soon after the occurrence, Smti 
Dipanjali  Lohar, the daughter of Sri Letu Lohar came to her house and stated that in 
their homestead, the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar had given a blow with a dagger upon the 
person of her son Utpal Chabukdhara and he was about to die. Instantly, she ran to the 
house of Sri Letu Lohar and found her son Utpal Chabukdhara had been lying in a pool 
of blood in front of the house of Sri Letu Lohar  with injuries over his neck. Then her son 
Utpal Chabukdhara stated to her that the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar had assaulted him 
with a knife over his neck. Her son Utpal Chabukdhara also stated her to look after his 
son. Then Utpal Chabukdhara asked her to give him water. She found some water in a 
receptacle and poured water into the mouth of her son. She raised shouting to save her 
son. Then local people assembled. She took Utpal Chabukdhara in to her lap. There 
after an Ambulance came, but her son had  passed away before  he was taken in to the 
Ambulance. There after, she became senseless. On the following day, she came to know 
that the Police had taken the dead body of her son and on that day, the dead body of 
her son was taken to her house and funeral was followed. She in her evidence stated 
that after 2/3 days, she called Sri Letu Lohar in to her house. Sri Letu Lohar came to her 
house and stated that at the time of occurrence, the accused Sri Manjit  Sarkar and her 
son were eating green mangoes and there was a knife in the hand of accused Sri Manjit 
Sarkar and the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar assaulted her son with the knife. She was 
subjected to cross-examination. But, the evidence adduced by her remained unshaken 
in her cross-examination. The evidence adduced by her is cogent, consistent and 
reliable. The defence side while cross-examining her, failed to bring out any reason to 
show that she has been deposing falsely in the case. The Defence side has given her a 
suggestion that while her son Utpal Chabukdhara and the accused person were taking 
green mangoes along with alcohol, at that time, a scuffling had taken place between 
them and then the knife somehow stabbed upon the neck of her son Utpal Chabukdhara 
leading to his death and this suggestion was denied by her. From the aforesaid 
suggestion, it is cleared that the Defence side has admitted the incident leading to the  
death of the deceased. 
 
                 22. P.W.2 Sri Munindra Chabukdhara the younger brother of the deceased  
in his evidence sated that when he went to the homestead of Sri Letu Lohar, he saw his 
elder brother Utpal Chabukdhara had  been lying on the courtyard of Sri Letu Lohar with 
pierced injuries upon his neck and  he had been in a pool of blood and the blood had 
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been oozing out from the injuries of his neck.  Then Utpal Chabukdhara stated that 
the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar had given him a blow with a knife over his neck. 
P.W.6 Smti Sunmai Chabukdhara, the mother of the deceased  Utpal Chabukdhara in 
her evidence stated that when she went to the homestead of Sri Letu Lohar, she  found 
her son Utpal Chabukdhara had been lying in a pool of blood in front of the house of Sri 
Letu Lohar with injuries over his neck. Then Her son Utpal Chabukdhara stated to 
her that the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar had assaulted him with a knife over his 
neck. From the evidence of P.W.2 Sri Munindra Chabukdhara and his mother P.W.6 
Smti Sunmai Chabukdhara, it is found that the deceased Utpal Chabukdhara just before 
his death, had stated to them that the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar had assaulted 
him with a knife over his neck. This is the oral dying declaration of the  deceased 
Utpal Cahabukdhara before his younger brother Sri Munindra Chabukdhara and his 
mother Smti Sunmai Chabukdhara. 
 
                23.   The Apex Court in several  cases, held that dying declaration itself can 
be treated as substantial piece of evidence  and can be the basis of conviction and 
sentence even with out corroboration provided such dying declaration brings forth a 
sense of confidence and trustworthiness in the minds of the court. In other words, it 
must be wholly reliable and must inspires confidence of the court. 
 
               24. Here in the present case, the dying declaration was admittedly not 
recorded. It is oral dying declaration given  by the deceased before his mother and own 
brother just before his death in the place of occurrence. The deceased has made his 
dying declaration before his mother Smti Sonmai  Chabukdhara who has been examined 
as P.W.6  and his younger brother Sri Munindra Chabukdhara who has been examined 
as P.W.2  and they corroborated each other on the point of dying declaration and from 
their evidence, it is also proved that the deceased made the dying declaration while he 
was  conscious enough and  fit for making such statement before his death. The fact of 
making oral dying declaration by the deceased just before his death to his mother and 
brother has been proved by the Prosecution. No efforts have been made by the defence 
side to disapprove this fact by adducing any cogent proof thereof and as such the said 
fact of dying declaration remained proved.  
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                The Hon’ble Gauhati High Court  in the case of Halim Ali Vs. State of 
Assam reported in 2008(2) GLT 544 while considering the credibility and 
acceptability of oral dying declaration observed as follows: 
 
            “ Once the fact of making oral dying declaration is proved  by 
corroborative evidence as aforesaid, the other question like why the dying 
declaration was not recorded by Medical or Police Officer, and why it was not 
mentioned in the FIR became irrelevant. It is not the rule that the  dying 
declaration must be recorded by a Medical or Police Officer. More over one 
must not be oblivious  of the fact that all  the family members at the relevant  
time were more concerned to save the life of the deceased than to recording 
her dying declaration and the simple rustic persons were not aware of or 
bothered of such legal formalities. It is enough if the evidence is led that the 
deceased was in conscious state at certain stages, fit for making statement 
before death.” 
 
                Therefore, we find that the evidence adduced by P.W.2 Sri Munindra 
Chabukdhara and P.W.6 Smti Sunmai Chabukdhara regarding dying declaration of 
deceased Utpal Chabukdhara is reliable and believable. 
 
                25. P.W.4 Sri Dulu Basumatary in his evidence stated that his house is 
situated about ½ K.M. away from the house of accused Sri Manjit Sarkar. The house of 
the deceased Utpal Chabukdhara is situated 11/12 houses away from his house. 
According to his evidence, the occurrence had taken place in the year 2016 in the 
evening time of a day. On the date of occurrence at about 3/4 pm, he was coming  to 
his house and when he arrived in front of the house of Sri Letu Lohar of his village, he 
found people had gathered in front of the house of Sri Letu Lohar and he went there. 
Then he found Utpal Chabukdhara had been lying dead on the ground. He stated that 
he had not gone near the dead body of Utpal Chabukdhara to see in what part of the 
body, he had sustained injuries resulting his death. Then he informed the Police of 
Simaluguri Police Out Post over Mobile phone regarding the occurrence. There after, the 
Police of Simaluguri Police Out Post came and took the dead body along with them. He 
in his evidence stated that then Sri Letu Lohar and his daughter Smti Dipanjali Lohar 
stated to him that the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar had caused the death of Utpal 
Chabukdhara by giving a blow with a dagger. He in his cross-examination stated that he 
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had not stated to the Police that he had heard from  Sri Letu Lohar and his daughter 
Smti Dipanjali Lohar  that the accused Sri  Manjit Sarkar had caused the death of Utpal 
Chabukdhara by giving a blow with a dagger. From his evidence, it is found that he is 
not an eye witness to the occurrence. What appears reliable in his evidence is that on 
seeing people assembled in front of the house of Sri Letu Lohar, he went there and 
found  Utpal Chabukdhara had been lying dead on the ground. 
 
                 26. P.W.5 Sri Lohit  Basumatary is the Gaon Budha of Simaluguri village. He 
in his evidence stated that he knows Sri Letu Lohar whose house is situated at a hearing 
distance from his house. The house of Utpal Chabukdhara is situated about 1 km away 
from his house. According to his evidence, the occurrence had taken place about 3 years 
back in the after noon of a day. At the time of occurrence, he was at  Letukajan which is 
about 3 km Away from his house along with Mandal of their area to measure some land. 
Then the I/C of Simaluguri Police Out Post called him over mobile phone asking him to 
come in to the house of Sri Letu Lohar as a murder had taken place in front of the 
house of Sri  Letu Lohar. He immediately came to the homestead of Sri Letu Lohar and 
found local people and police of Simaluguri Police Out Post had been assembled there. 
He found the dead body of Utpal Chabukdhara had been lying on the ground in front of 
the house of Sri Letu Lohar. He came to know from the people assembled that the 
accused Sri Manjit Sarkar had committed the murder of Utpal Chabukdhara. He did not 
try to see the injuries sustained by the deceased Utpal Chabukdhara leading to his death 
as he had not gone near the dead body. There after, the police took the dead body 
along with them.  He was subjected to cross-examination. He in his cross-examination 
stated that he had not stated to the Police that he had heard from the local people 
assembled in the homestead of Sri Letu Lohar that the accused had committed murder 
of Utpal Chabukdhara. From his evidence, it is found that he came to the homestead of 
Sri Letu Lohar on being called by the Police and in the homestead of Sri Letu Lohar, he 
found  Utpal Chabukdhara had been lying dead on the ground. 
 
                27. P.W.8  Sri  Sushil Kumar Bhuyan, the I.O. of the case, at the time of 
occurrence , was  the  I/C of Simaluguri Police Out Post  under Bihpuria P.S.  According 
to his evidence, on 20.5.2016, he was working  as  In-Charge of Simaluguri Police Out 
Post under Bihpuria  Police Station. On that day at about 4-45 P.M., one Sri Dulu 
Basumatary, son of Sri  Sailen Basumatary of Vill-No-3 Simaluguri, P.S.- Bihpuria  made 
a mobile call to him informing that in the courtyard of Sri Letu Lohar, a boy of their 
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village had  murdered one named  Utpal Chabukdhara  and after committing the 
murder, the boy fled away.  On receiving the aforesaid information over mobile phone, 
he made a G.D. Entry of the aforesaid  mobile information vide  Simaluguri  Police Out 
Post G.D. Entry No-322  Dated  20.5.2016.  There after, he along with his Police Staff  
went to the place of occurrence which is the homestead of Sri Letu Lohar of vill- No-3 
Simaluguri.  When he reached in the homestead of Sri Letu Lohar, he found a dead 
body had been lying in a pool of blood in the courtyard of the house of Sri Letu Lohar 
and many people had gathered there. Sri Letu Lohar and other people gathered there 
stated that the dead body was of Utpal Chabukdhara. Then he prepared the sketch map 
of the P.O. Ext-4 is the sketch map of the P.O. and Ext-4(1) is his signature in it. By the 
side of the dead body of Utpal Chabukdhara, he found  a knife clotted with blood.  Sri 
Letu Lohar stated to him that the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar had committed  murder of 
Utpal  Chabukdhara in his courtyard. He also found a Jar made of steel by the side of 
the dead body of Utpal Chabukdhara.  Then he seized the knife and the jar by preparing 
a seizure list. Ext-2 is the seizure list and Ext-2(2) is his signature in it. He did not find 
the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar in the place of occurrence as he was fled away. There 
after, from the place of occurrence, he informed regarding the occurrence to the O.C., 
Bhipuria Police Station. With in half- an- hour, the O.C., Bhipuria Police Station came to 
the place of occurrence. O.C., Bihpuria Police Station stated to him that on his way to 
the place  of occurrence from Bihpuria Police Station, he along with his staff caught the 
accused Sri Manjit Sarkar  as he was found on the way and forwarded him at Bihpuria 
Police Station. There after, he performed the Inquest upon the dead body of Utpal 
Chabukdhara.  He recorded the statement of witnesses under section 161 Cr.P.C. There 
after, he took the dead body of Utpal Chabukdhara along with him for Post Mortem 
Examination. As the night came down, he  kept the dead body of Utpal Chabukdhara at 
Bihpuria Police Station.  On the following day, ie on 21.5.2016, he forwarded the dead 
body  of Utpal Chabukdhara to  North Lakhimpur Civil Hospital for Post Mortem 
Examination.  After Post  Mortem Examination, the dead body of Utpal Chabukdhara  
was handed over to his guardian. On the same day, he forwarded the accused person in 
the court.  He collected the  Post Mortem Report  of Utpal Chabukdhara from North 
Lakhimpur Civil Hospital. After completion of investigation, he found sufficient materials 
against the accused Sri Manjit Sarkar under section 302 IPC and accordingly, he laid 
charge sheet against the accused Sri Manjit  Sarkar   under section 302  IPC.  He proved 
the charge sheet as Ext-5 and Ext-5(1) is his signature in it. 
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                  28. The accused Sri Manjit Sarkar was examined under section 313 Cr.P.C. 
for the purpose of explaining the circumstances appearing  against him in the evidence 
adduced by the Prosecution witnesses. In an answer to the question put to the accused  
person, he stated that he had not committed murder of Utpal Chabukdhara with his 
conscious knowledge. From the aforesaid  statement of the accused person, it is found 
that he had admitted the commission of murder of Utpal Chabukdhara by himself. 
 
                29. Sub section 4 of section 313 of Cr.P.C. reads as under: 
 
                    “The answers given by the accused may be taken into 
consideration in such inquiry  or trial, and put in evidence for or against him 
in any other inquiry into, or trial for, any other offence which such answers 
may tend to show he has committed.” 
 
                 30.  This provision has given an opportunity to the court to act on the 
answer given by the accused in answer to the question put to him with reference to the 
circumstances appearing against him in the evidence. Though the answer given by the 
accused can not be treated as evidence, the same can be taken into consideration 
against the accused while considering his guilt. Since the evidence adduced by P.W.1 
Smti Dipanajli Lohar, P.W.2 Sri Munindra Chabukdhara, P.W.3 Sri Letu Lohar, P.W.6 
Smti Sunmai Chabukdhara proves the case against the accused under section 302 IPC, 
admission so made by the accused during recording his statement under section 313 
Cr.P.C. also lends support to the prosecution case. 
 
                   The Apex Court in the case of Brajendra Singh Vs. State of M.P. 
reported in AIR 2012 SC 1552  while considering the consequence of the 
statement  of the accused person recorded under section 313 Cr.P.C. observes 
that it is equally true that a statement under section 313 Cr.P.C., simpliciter 
can not normally be made the basis for convicting the accused. But where the 
statement of the accused under section 313 Cr.P.C. is in  line with the case of 
the Prosecution, then the heavy onus of providing adequate proof on the 
Prosecution, that is placed is to some extent, reduced.  
 
               31. Thus, the unshaken evidence adduced by  P.W.1 Smti Dipanajli Lohar, 
P.W.2 Sri Munindra Chabukdhara, P.W.3 Sri Letu Lohar, P.W.6 Smti Sunmai 
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Chabukdhara coupled with the evidence adduced by P.W.7 Doctor  and the statement of 
the accused person recorded under section 313 Cr.P.C. leds to the inference that it is 
the accused who had committed murder of deceased Utpal Chabukdhara.               

 
                 32.  From the Post Mortem Report of  the deceased  Utpal Chabukdhara, it 
is found that his death  was caused by inflicting stab penetrating wound  in the  right 
infraclavicular area close to neck resulting haemorrhagic shock as a result of the 
perforation of brachiocephalic artery.                 
 
                 The way of death of deceased caused by the accused person, speak loud 
and clear that the accused person had the intention to cause the death of the deceased  
Utpal Chabukdhara. That being so, the homicidal death of the deceased Utpal 
Chabukdhara  comes with in the definition of murder under section 300 IPC. In the 
above facts and circumstances, it is found that the Prosecution has been able to bring 
home the guilt of the accused that he has committed murder  of Utpal Chabukdhara  
and as such, the guilt of the accused person under section 302 IPC is found have been 
proved   beyond all reasonable doubt. There fore, I hold the accused person guilty 
under section 302 IPC and convict him under section 302 IPC  accordingly.   
 
                 33. Heard the accused person on the point of sentence and I have recorded 
his statement in this respect. I  have also heard the learned advocate of both sides on 
the point of sentence. 
                           
                 34. Judgment pronounced today on this the 18th day of  November, 2019 in 
the open court. 
 
               35. Judgment on the question of sentence will be passed on 22.11.2019. 
 
 
        Typed by 
 
    (M. A. Choudhury)                                                    (M. A. Choudhury.) 
     Sessions Judge,                                                        Sessions Judge, 
        Lakhimpur.                                                              Lakhimpur. 
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Date – 22.11.2019. 
 
                   Judgment of the question of  sentence:  
 

  
                    36.  The accused Sri Manjit  Sarkar on the hearing on the point of sentence, 
stated that he has his wife and a two years old daughter and his mother in the house. 
There is no one to look after his family members. He seeks  mercy from the court. 

 
                  Having considered the submission of the accused person on the point of 
sentence  and the facts and circumstances of the case,  I am of the considered view that 
the instant case does not fall within the category of ‘Rarest of Rare’ one and as such,  the 
extreme punishment described for the offence of murder is not warranted in the instant 
case. 

 
                  Since in a capital offence, choice of the court in respect of the  awarding 
punishment is limited in between  the sentence of death  and imprisonment for life,  I 
have left no other option but to choose the sentence of imprisonment for  life which is 
minimum in the capital offence under section 302 of IPC. 

 
                   37. Hence, the accused person is sentenced to suffer Rigorous Imprisonment 
for life and to pay fine of Rs-5000/- (Rupees five thousand only)  for offence under section 
302 IPC. In default of payment of fine, the accused person  shall undergo R.I. for six 
months.   

 
                       38. The seized articles be destroyed in due course of time.                             

 
                         39. A  free copy of the Judgment be given to the accused person forthwith. 

 
                40. A copy of the Judgment be forwarded to the District Magistrate, 
Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur for information. 

 
                    41.  Given under my hand and the seal of this court on this the 22nd  day of  

November, 2019. 
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                   Typed by 
 
 
               (M. A. Choudhury)                                           (M. A. Choudhury) 
                 Sessions Judge,                                               Sessions Judge, 
                   Lakhimpur.                                                      Lakhimpur. 
 

            
 
 
                             APPENDIX 

 
 
         WITNESSES EXAMINED BY THE PROSECUTION SIDE: 
 
 

PW-1 –  Smti Dipanjali Lohar. 
PW-2 – Sri  Munindra Chabukdhara, the brother of the deceased. 
PW-3 – Sri  Letu Lohar.  
PW-4 –   Sri Dulu Basumatary.  
PW-5 – Sri Lohit Basumatary. 
PW-6 –  Smti Sonmai Chabukdhara, the mother of the deceased.   
PW-7 -   Dr. Dhrubajyoti  Borgohain, the M.O. of the case. 
PW-8 –  Sri Sushil Kumar Bhuyan, the I.O. of the case. 
PW-9 –  S.I. Sri Prasanna Saharia. 
  
 
WITNESSES EXAMINED BY THE DEFENCE SIDE : 

 
          Nil. 
          
 

DOCUMENTS PRODUCED IN  THE CASE: 
 
          Ext-1 –  Ejahar. 
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          Ext-2 -  Seizure list. 
          Ext-3 – Post Mortem Report of the deceased. 
          Ext-4-  Sketch map. 
          Ext-5- Charge sheet. 
          Ext-6-  Extract copy of Simaluguri Police Out Post G.D. Entry no-322 Dated 20.5.2016. 
               
             
          MATERIALS PRODUCED IN THE CASE : 
 
          Material Ext-1- Seized knife. 
          Material Ext-2- Seized Jar of Steel.     
 
 
                                                                                   (M. A. Choudhury) 
                                                                                     Sessions Judge, 
                                                                                        Lakhimpur. 
 
 
 
                                     ***************************  


